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Abstract 

This work fits into recurring discussions about smart cities in a critical and quite disparate way. There 
is an emerging awareness in the architecture field as the need to approach how technology has shaped 
our cities (socially constructed) and transformed the urban and everyday life. A more holistic and 
user-centered view is proposed here, which raises the discussion about how technologies are imagined, 
developed and used in the spatial production, especially in housing provision and management. The 
high level of buildings adaptive capacity over time is an important indicator of a smart architecture 
seen through its use dimension. This article presents results from a research that evaluates the 
adequacy to the Open Building approach of constructive components applied in Brazil, exploring the 
theory from its technological aspects. Although widely considered in several countries, the Open 
Building has been slightly investigated in Brazilian production, research and teaching. Such 
constructive components are structured in a collected, adjusted and systematized data set. Ten 
evaluation parameters – average cost, lifespan, work execution time, minimum module, maximum 
measure, connection type, manpower, tools/equipment, reaprovement potential and modification 
potential – receipted assessments and weighting scales by building layers so defined: site, structure, 
roof, façade, services, internal closure and furniture. In addition, a final scores classification by 
component was created. The tool will can allow architects, researchers, entrepreneurs, investors, 
builders and autoconstructors make combinations of different architectural types, finishing standards 
or development scales, in different scenarios, defining the behavior of each layer or component as 
support or infill, in the proposition of adaptable buildings through a multi-criteria analysis. Future 
results will compose a digital interface as the first instrument in Brazil to evaluate the flexibility level 
of constructive components. The database could also enable to cross information with other proposals 
for highly adaptable buildings, such as those that approach design strategies. 
 
Keywords: Brazilian constructive systems, Open Building, Adaptive capacity of buildings, Flexibility, 
modularity e connectivity, Multi-criteria analysis.
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1. Introduction 

In 2018 an article was presented at the Open Building for Resilient Cities Conference, in Los Angeles, 
entitled Adequacy level of Brazilian constructive systems to the Open Building: a research 
methodology (LAMOUNIER et al., 2018). The present text consists of its revision and enhancement, 
as it is a piece of research1 which is still in progress, whose objective is to develop a tool to evaluate 
the adaptive capacity2, or degree of flexibility, of systems and constructive components employed in 
Brazil, with a residential production as a case study. 
 
As discussed in Lamounier et al. (2018), the research aims to propose alternatives to the standardized 
and massed Brazilian heteronomous residential production that has not addressed the contemporary 
housing needs of dwellers, especially with regard to necessary modifications over time. This second 
version presents [1] a revision of the concepts, consolidating the terminology adopted in the 
construction of the tool; [2] an extension of the study object with complementation of the research 
data and of the evaluation criteria referring to a greater number of constructive components collected 
and studied; and [3] a deeper analysis and discussion of the results. 
 
The approach to the concept of sustainability derived from the prolonged use of buildings, made 
possible by their ease of adaptability, contributes to the building of smarter cities3. In this sense, 
besides the universe of new housing production, the tool presented here can also be applied to the 
analysis of empty or unfinished buildings, which could be reclassified. In Brazil, there is a 
contradiction when comparing data on the housing deficit of more than 6 million homes 
(FUNDAÇÃO JOÃO PINHEIRO – FJP, 2018), and a real estate vacancy of the same size (FJP, 2018). 
Therefore, the solution to the scarcity and spatial rigidity in housing is facilitated by adaptability both 
in new and pre-existing buildings, which, due to the sustainability bias of use, contributes to smarter 
cities. 
 
In Brazil, there is no widely accepted method as a criterion for evaluating flexible buildings, nor 
involving the constructive systems employed. Therefore, this study is a first attempt. 
 
As detailed in Lamounier et al. (2018), the theoretical basis of the research is sustained by Habraken 
(Supports Theory, 1961); the Open Building principles (KENDALL, 2004) and the multi-criteria 
analysis method (BRYMAN, 2016). 

2. The tool 

2.1 Levels of decision making, building layers and elements 

During the 1960s, when developing Supports Theory, Habraken suggested the identification of 
constructive components by their different lengths of lifespan (long and short), by the different 
construction scales (urban tissue, support/building and infill), by distinguishing between levels of 

                                                      
1 “Sistemas, subsistemas e componentes construtivos aderentes à metodologia Open Building” (Systems, subsystems and 
constructive components adhering to the Open Building methodology), of the LabFlex Group, headquartered at Centro 
Universitário Metodista Izabela Hendrix (CEUNIH, the Izabela Hendrix Methodist University Center), Belo Horizonte, 
Minas Gerais, Brazil, coordinated by Professor Drª. Rosamônica da Fonseca Lamounier. Participating in the project are 
Professor Ms. Carolina Albuquerque de Moraes, researcher Rodrigo Rocha de Freitas and students Edésio Rocha Júnior, 
Gabriel de Lima Barbosa, Henrique Nogueira Pereira, Rômulo Vinícius dos Santos and Ruben Gonçalves do Vale. The 
project has a partnership with a research group of the Architecture and Urbanism Course of UFOP, coordinated by Professor 
Dr. Clécio Magalhães do Vale and Professor Ms. Giselle Oliveira Mascarenhas, with the participation of students Carlos 
Alexandre Ribeiro Thomaz, Marina Miranda de Faria and Matheus Edgard Moreira de Alencar. The research also has a 
partnership with the PRAXIS-EA/UFMG group, coordinated by Professor Drª. Denise Morado Nascimento. 
2Concept defined according to Geraedts, 2016. 
3The theme of CIB World Building Congress 2019, 'Constructing Smart Cities', to which this article was submitted. 
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decision making (collective/support and individual/infill) and by their fixed or separable 
(disconnectable) nature. 
 
Considering [1] Habraken’s ideas – foundations that generated the Open Building movement; [2] the 
logic of a building divided into constructive layers according to Duffy (1992); [3] enhanced by Brand 
(1994) and [4] redeveloped by Geraedts et al. (2016); and [5] in the Brazilian literature on 
constructive terminologies (LOPES, BOGÉA & REBELLO, 2006); Figure 1 shows a hierarchical 
deepening of what was proposed in the first version of the tool. It is important to mention that the site 
and furniture layers are not being explored in this article, while the roof and services layers are being 
studied, as well as the structure, façade and internal closure studied earlier. It should be noted that, 
due to the Brazilian constructive culture, it was more appropriate to deploy the skin layer (as treated 
by BRAND, 1994 and GERAEDTS, 2016) in roof and façade, as well as to adopt internal closure 
instead of spatial plan, due to the deployment of this layer. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Building layers and elements adopted by this research. Source: Authors, 2019. 
 
Appendix 1 presents the 5 layers studied, hierarchically deployed in their respective elements and 
families of components, plus information regarding material and mode of production. 

2.2 Evaluation parameters 

In order to evaluate the adaptive capacity of each specific constructive component (product), ten 
evaluation parameters were defined at the beginning of the research: [1] average cost, [2] lifespan, [3] 
work execution time, [4] minimum module, [5] maximum measure, [6] connection type, [7] 
manpower, [8] tool/equipment, [9] reapprovement potential and [10] modification potential. Such 
parameters are described in detail by Lamounier et al. (2018) and since then adjustments have only 
been necessary in the description of the reapprovement potential parameter. This parameter refers 
only to the reuse possibilities offered by the component when uninstalled and reinstalled (reutilized) 
in another location, retaining or not its original function. For example, the possibility of recycling has 
been excluded, as originally envisaged. 
 
The score ranges for the roof layer had not yet been created for the first article. These ranges followed 
the same criteria adopted in the definition of classes of scores for the other layers: from the survey of 
a large number of products, together with consultations with manufacturers, suppliers, specialists, 
specialized literature on the subject, cost compositions involving inputs and services in general from 
varied sources etc. For this layer scores were created for the roof structure and covering/roofing 
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elements. For the services layer, scores ranges have been created, but this layer was discussed just in 
terms of supplying and distribution, both vertical and horizontal. Thus, products for this layer weren’t 
mapped. 
 
It should be noted that some elements can be considered from different layers, depending on the 
interpretation of each user and the adequacy of the component in the construction. For example, shaft 
closure has been interpreted as an element of the internal closure layer, but also could be of the 
services layer, because in this case translates into a solution (apart from a product) of architectural 
dimension. 
 
Table 1 shows the relationship of the evaluation parameters, considering the five constructive layers 
studied and all their respective elements, in an enhanced version of the first article. Each parameter is 
assigned a score range from 1 (worst) to 4 (best). 
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Table 1 – Assessment values per parameter and per element. Source: Authors, 2019. 
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Although the research focuses on the physical aspects of the building components to measure their 
degree of flexibility, the evaluation parameters investigate the components not only under flexibility 
technical aspects, but also functional, economic and socio-environmental. The connection type, 
average cost and reapprovement potential parameters exemplify, respectively, the three aspects of this 
intention. 

2.3 Adjusting process of the average cost parameter 

Lamounier et al. (2018) explain that it was necessary to carry out certain cost conversions of the 
various construction components according to the different units (per square meter, per weight, per 
piece etc.) with which they are marketed. A simplified constructional volumetric model (Models A 
and B in Figure 2) was utilized in order to proceed with the cost conversion operation. This model 
includes the 5 constructive layers of a building studied to date (Figure 1) and represented by their 
respective elements. Model A adopts previously imagined solutions with a lower degree of flexibility 
and model B with a higher degree expressed especially by the independent structure and not with 
load-bearing. The first conversion was the unit of the original average cost of the component (per 
weight, per piece, per volume, etc.) for its average cost per square meter of execution (cost referring 
only to the execution of this component) 4. The second conversion was the average cost per square 
meter for the percentage of the total cost of the work, when monetary indicators of the Brazilian civil 
                                                      
4 The cost of the product for that particular situation (according to the unit marketed in the market) was divided by the area 
of the model. 
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construction sector were utilized5. In this way, the cost percentage of each element was reached in 
relation to the total cost of the work. As some elements have not yet been considered by the research, 
such as foundation and finishes, the sum of the average cost percentages in the several layers studied, 
does not yet total 100%. 

 
Figure 2 – Diagrams of the constructive models completed with the other layers and elements not 
contemplated in the first version of this paper. Source: Authors, 2019. 

2.4 Assessment, weighting values and score classes 

There were no changes in the scale of scores and weights per parameter defined at the beginning of 
the research (1 to 4), nor in the final product score, calculated by the sum of the multiplication of the 
                                                      
5 The average cost provided by Sindicato da Construção Civil do Estado de Minas Gerais (SINDUSCON-MG – the Civil 
Construction Union of the State of Minas Gerais) was considered. In view of the fact that the agency provides costs for 
different typologies (individual, with 4, 8 and 16 floors, in addition to projects of social interest) and for different finishing 
standards (low, medium and high), the typology of 8 floors and 4 units per floor was adopted along with the volumetric 
model, since it is the only typology for which SINDUSCON provides construction costs for all finishing standards. It was 
also considered the average cost of all finishing standards. As this index excludes costs with, for example, several projects 
and calculations, foundations, air conditioning, heating, urbanization and landscaping, accounting costs and the developer's 
remuneration, the cost per square meter according to SINDUSCON was increased by forty percent for these services, as 
recommended by some specialists from the sector, as well with reference to the Brazilian Standard ABNT-NBR 12.721. 
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evaluation value (A) by the weight factor (W) attributed by the user to each parameter (Table 2). The 
weight will be a value assigned by the tool user, depending on the importance given to each parameter 
and in each situation. 
 

Table 2 – Evaluation parameters, assessment and weighting scales, and scores per specific 
constructive component (product). Source: Lamounier et al. (2018) 

 
 

As the final scores of a product can range from 10 (10x1x1) to 160 (10x4x4), a scale of flexibility 
classes was created for its final score as shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3 – Flexibility Classes for specific components (products) 

 

3. Database 

A large database has been structured and fed into this research stage. To date, 461 products have 
already been researched, cataloged and with data recorded according to the two model spreadsheets 
below (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The first worksheet refers to general product information: code, 
product name, family of components in which they are inserted, material, production mode, 
manufacturer, type of system, typology to which it applies, location in the building, sources consulted, 
date of registration, responsible researcher, among others. The second worksheet presents the product 
information for each of the ten evaluation parameters. The two worksheets are linked together and 
identified in the spreadsheet header by the name of the research project, the layer and element to 
which the products refer, and the educational institution responsible for the data feed. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Spreadsheet model with general information per product. Source: Authors, 2019 
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Figure 4 – Spreadsheet model with data related to evaluation parameters. Source: Authors, 2019. 
 
These two types of spreadsheets feed the database twofold: [1] the first set of spreadsheets contains 
the information as collected in the literature, together with manufacturers, suppliers, builders and 
other informants; [2] the second set contains the scores attributed by the research to each product, 
with values coming from the comparison of the original data collected with the score scale previously 
created. 
 
The code standard for each product was created in a way that facilitates its immediate identification, 
as shown in the example in Figure 5. The Appendix 1 shows the acronyms of all layers, elements, 
production mode, material and components. 

 
Figure 5 – Example of the code for the structural wall product. Source: Authors, 2019. 

 
The figure presented in Appendix 1 reveals the extent of sampling of components and products 
mapped until that time. In order to choose the majority of these components (for example those that 
apply to the structure layer), it was necessary to delimit certain scenarios of residential buildings 
produced in the Metropolitan Region of Belo Horizonte: [1] horizontal residential complex with 
duplex/detached houses; [2] economic building of up to 5 floors whic, in Brazil, can dispense with the 
use of elevator and [3] vertical building of up to 16 floors. That is, the selection of the products that 
fed the database was restricted to the application for these three typologies. The definition of the score 
ranges for the average cost parameter was based on the costs for an 8-storey vertical building, 
according to the figures provided by SINDUSCON-MG and explained above. 
 
It should be remembered that not only products that have been routinely used in the Brazilian 
construction of residential buildings have been mapped, but also products commonly applied only in 
other uses, yet could also be used for housing, especially for highly adaptable spaces. 
 
The tool will allow investors, builders, autoconstructors, architects, researchers, professors and 
students to evaluate and compare the different building components available in Brazil as to their 
suitability for the Open Building approach, especially for residential buildings. 

4. Tool Application 

In order to exercise and to exemplify the application of the tool, at least two product specifications 
were listed for each element of the studied layers, with scores attributed as shown in the Table 4, 
except for the services layer. As previously mentioned, this last layer needs to be studied more 
carefully, maybe with another methodology. It should be noted that for concrete materials, although it 
is historically possible to observe in practice its longer useful life, the adopted limit for the concrete 
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material was approximately of 50 years, in agreement with the Brazilian literature in general. 

Table 4 – Attributed assessments for two products of each studied element. Source: Authors, 2019. 
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Considering the values in the Total column of Table 4 and weight 1 for all the products, just as an 
example6, and following the Classes Scale showed in  

                                                      
6As previously explained, weight is an attribute defined by the tool-user, and thus any product can experience variation in the 
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Table 5 as well as the products exemplified in the first article (LAMOUNIER et al., 2018), it can be 
observed that: 
- Doesn’t have much difference among slab types in terms of flexibility. Just the Steel Deck is much 
less inflexible than the other. Slab in steel, wood, precast and solid concrete have limited flexibility 
and Steel Deck isn’t very flexible. 
- Pillars in steel or in wood are very flexible and pillars in concrete (both prefabricated and 
concreted on site) have limited flexibility. In case of beams, wood beam is the most flexible (very 
flexible) and the other have limited flexibility. 
- Regarding the structural walls, steel frame offers greater flexibility, but even so presents as from 
Class 3 (limited flexibility). Concrete walls built on site are not very flexible (Class 2). 
- In the roof layer, roof structure in wood are a little more flexible than in steel, but both are from 
Class 4 (very flexible). Besides that, covering in galvanized steel or in fiber-cement are very flexible 
too. 
- For the façade layer, the Aquapanel System are more flexible than external structural walls and 
concrete masonry. In terms of window frames the Gold Line from Alcoa is more flexible than the 
other. 
- Internal partitions with prefabricated materials and systems like boards/panels are more flexible 
(very flexible) than masonry (limited flexibility). 
- In the same way raised floor more industrialised like Remaster and Stamp are more flexible (very 
flexible) than monolithic raised floor, which has limited flexibility. 
- Modulated linings such as those from Hunter Douglas brand are more flexible than plaster and 
PVC that win in flexibility to wood lining. 
- As the services layer wasn’t investigated with that methodology, there weren’t evaluated products. 

Table 5 – Scores for the products adopting the value 1 for the weightings (W). Source: Authors, 2019. 
FLEXIBILITY CLASSES FOR A SPECIFIC CONSTRUCTIVE COMPONENT 
ADOPTING WEIGHTING (W) 1 

SCORE RANGE 

Class 1: Not flexible 10 a 16 
Class 2: Not very flexible 17 a 22 
Class 3: Limited flexibility 23 a 28 
Class 4: Very flexible 29 a 34 
Class 5: Highly flexible 35 a 40 
 
In some cases, the scores were attributed in their best performance. It has been realised throughout the 
research that more and more the final score and class will depend on the context in which the product 
is being used. This research has been very important and it excites other complementary research, 
more rich and complete, like those inserted in real scenarios and involving design strategies. Then, at 
this moment of the research, the possibility of advances in the construction of the tool has been 
discussed, leading to its application in that scenarios, in a more systemic way and not only in isolated 
products. Although the tool was initially thought of as an isolated product evaluation method, 
parameters such as the reuse potential or the modification potential may be influenced by the score, 
depending on the scenario in which the product is being used and its combination with another 
product in the same or another layer. For example, the alveolar slab is more flexible as much to the 
type of connection, or reuse or modification potentials, as to when associated with the metal structure 
than as when associated to the precast concrete structure. The tool construction process has shown 
that these parameters received more qualitative rather than quantitative score ranges, given the 
subjectivity of the information found and the degree of interpretation required for this creation. The 
scores were constructed using 'ranges' exactly to cover these differences and the product can generally 
be rated at its best flexibility performance. These subtleties, however, need to be better investigated in 
future stages of the research. 
 
In any case, the insertion of the products into scenarios is not a condition for using the tool, which was 

                                                                                                                                                                     
score regarding its performance of flexibility. What is presented here is just an example of how to use the tool - the question 
of weight can make a product less flexible due, for example, to its high cost or its long execution time. These are less 
determinant parameters in terms of a “technical” degree but they can be very important in certain scenarios. 
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initially intended to evaluate constructive components in isolation. 
 
Another issue currently under discussion and subject for future research is the extension of the 
employment of the tool in the evaluation of constructive components in scenarios with uses other than 
residential. 

5. Conclusion and next steps 

This article was an important step in the development of the tool to evaluate the adaptive capacity of 
constructive components used in Brazilian housing production. This paper open opportunity to: 
 
- Expand the number of products surveyed, assigning scores to new components and completing the 
analysis of layers not contemplated 
- Discuss and evaluate the methodology with potential users through a university extension project, 
seeking to validate the tool, both with specialists and companies active in the area – the supply side of 
flexibility – and with potential users of the space –the side that demands flexibility 
- Study more complete and complex scenarios, seeking to better represent reality, while also better 
illustrating and discussing the applicability of the tool 
- Develop a digital graphic interface for query database, tool application and results visualization 
- Develop and analyse projective strategies from the results obtained with the use of the tool. In 
addition, cross the principles of the tool with similar methods such as those dealing with design 
strategies for flexibility. 
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